Katnook Founder’s Block wines are named in honour of the
original land holding of John Riddoch, the founder of Coonawarra.
The Founder’s Block range is styled for everyday enjoyment,
inviting a modern generation of wine consumers to explore the
pleasures of Coonawarra wine. The wines are grounded in the
past but genuinely focused on the present. They are honest, fruit
driven, harmonious and shine with pure Coonawarra character.

Sparkling Shiraz 2015
Grape Variety: Shiraz

Colour: Vibrant plum with purple
hues.

Region: Coonawarra
Harvest: 10 March - 02 April 2015
pH: 3.4 Acidity: 6.2 g/L
RS: 2.4 g/L Alc/vol:13.5%
Vintage: The 2015 vintage in
Coonawarra was the earliest on
record. An ideal growing season
of slightly above average
temperatures and dry conditions
produced outstanding red wines
with great colour and fine tannins.
Oak Maturation: A parcel of this
wine was matured in a
combination of French
and American oak.

Nose: Concentrated dark cherry,
plum and raspberry notes with
hints of chocolate and spice.
Palate: Juicy, ripe blackberry and
plum enhanced by subtle sweet
spices and hints of dark
chocolate. Creamy bubbles lead
to soft tannins on the lingering
finish.
Food Matching: An appealing and
versatile wine, best served chilled.
Enjoy as an aperitif, with Thai
beef salad, and perfect at the end
of a meal with chocolate desserts
or a cheese platter.

Wayne Stehbens,
Senior Winemaker

Katnook Founder’s Block wines are named in honour of the
original land holding of John Riddoch, the founder of Coonawarra.
The Founder’s Block range is styled for everyday enjoyment,
inviting a modern generation of wine consumers to explore the
pleasures of Coonawarra wine. The wines are grounded in the
past but genuinely focused on the present. They are honest, fruit
driven, harmonious and shine with pure Coonawarra character.

Sparkling Shiraz 2013
Grape Variety: Shiraz

Colour: Vibrant plum with purple
hues.

Region: Coonawarra
Nose: Concentrated dark cherry,
Harvest: Early March until early
April 2013

pH: 3.34 Acidity: 6.3 g/L
RS: 7.9 g/L Alc/vol: 12.5%
Vintage: A good winter rainfall led
into a warm and dry spring which
continued right through the
growing season, resulting in an
earlier than normal start to
vintage. These conditions
produced red wines with great
colour and fine tannins.

plum and raspberry notes with
hints of spice and liquorice.

Palate: Juicy, ripe blackberry and
plum enhanced by subtle sweet
spices and hints of dark
chocolate. Creamy bubbles lead
to soft, lingering tannins and
bright acidity.

Food Matching: An appealing and
versatile wine, best served chilled.
Enjoy as an aperitif, with Thai
beef salad or even as a cleansing
finish with chocolate desserts.

Oak Maturation: A parcel of this
wine was matured in a
combination of new and two year
old French and American oak for
up to 12 months.
Wayne Stehbens,
Senior Winemaker

Katnook Founder’s Block
Sparkling Shiraz 2010
Katnook Founder’s Block wines are named in honour of the original
land holding of John Riddoch, the founder of Coonawarra.
With Katnook Estate pedigree, the Founder’s Block range is styled
for everyday drinking, inviting a modern generation of wine
consumers to enjoy the pleasures of Coonawarra wine. The wines
are grounded in the past but genuinely focused on the present.
They are honest, fruit driven, harmonious and shine with pure
Coonawarra character.
Grape Variety :: Shiraz
Region :: Coonawarra
th
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Harvest :: 18 March – 7 April
pH :: 3.38

Acidity :: 7.0g/L

RS :: 9.3g/L

Alc/vol :: 12.5%

Vintage :: 2010 Coonawarra vintage will be remembered, not only as one
of the earliest, but also for being amongst the best. Near ideal weather
conditions leading up to harvest of below average rainfall and above
average temperatures were conducive to an early start. Harvest was almost
2 weeks earlier than usual and the fruit was picked at near optimum
flavours. The Shiraz wines have good fruit aromatics, wonderful depth of
flavours, excellent colour and soft tannins.
This appealing style of wine is best served chilled and can be enjoyed as a
refreshing aperitif or as a cleansing finish with fine deserts. Not forgetting
those casual Sunday brunches.
Oak Maturation :: A parcel of this wine was matured in a combination of
new and two year old French and American oak for up to twelve months.
Colour :: Dark plum reds with light purple tinges.
Nose :: The nose highlights ripe dark cherry and blackberry fruit aromas.
Subtle sweet vanillin oak notes add a subtle layer of complexity and
balance.
Palate :: The palate is laden with juicy ripe fruit flavours enhanced with
fine bubbles and balanced acidity. Fresh dark cherry with subtle sweet
spices and a hint of vanillin oak. A delicious array of fruit flavours with
restrained sweetness and soft lingering tannins is the essence of this
appealing uniquely Australian style.

Wayne Stehbens, Winemaker

Katnook Founder’s Block
Sparkling Shiraz 2009
Katnook Founder’s Block wines are named in honour of the
original land holding of John Riddoch, the founder of Coonawarra.
With the Katnook Estate pedigree of ‘Classic Coonawarra’,
the Founder’s Block range is styled for everyday drinking,
inviting a modern generation of wine drinkers to enjoy the
pleasures of Coonawarra wine… people who know what
they want and with whom they like to share it. The wines are
grounded in the past but genuinely focused on the present.
They are honest, fruit driven, harmonious and shine with
pure Coonawarra character.

Grape Variety :: Shiraz
Region :: Coonawarra
Harvest :: 24th March - 21st of April
pH :: 3.42

Acidity :: 6.2g/L

RS :: 7.8g/L

Alc/vol :: 13.5%

Oak :: 15% of the wine was matured in new fine grained American
oak barrels, 3% in new French oak and 22% in older barrels.
The balance of the wine was matured in stainless steel.
Vintage Conditions :: The 2009 vintage was preceded by a brief
blast of heat with four consecutive days of record high temperatures
in Coonawarra. Fortunately, healthy vine canopies shielded most
varieties from any damage.
Cool to mild temperatures and dry conditions followed this heat
blast, providing a long slow ripening period, producing fruit that was
harvested at optimum ripeness.
This Shiraz shows generous and rich fruit flavours of the vintage
with excellent colour and fine tannins with the added feature of
bubbles to tempt. It will be a great drinking and celebratory wine
for any occasion.

Colour :: Dark plum red, purple tinges with bright enticing mousse.
Nose :: The nose highlights dark berry and cherry aromas with
hints of spice. Subtle sweet vanillin oak notes add a subtle layer of
complexity and balance.
Palate :: The wine displays a rounded, juicy palate feel, enhanced
by lovely and fine bubbles. Fresh raspberry fruit leads the palate,
complemented by subtle spicy notes of white pepper and sweet
cinnamon with a hint of vanillin oak. A smooth and elegant balance
of fine soft tannins and juicy persistent fruit flavours is the essence of
this appealing style enhanced by the gorgeous magenta mousse.
Wayne Stehbens, Winemaker

Katnook Founder’s Block
Sparkling Shiraz 2008
Katnook Founder’s Block wines are named in honour of the
original land holding of John Riddoch, the founder of Coonawarra.
With the Katnook Estate pedigree of ‘Classic Coonawarra’,
the Founder’s Block range is styled for everyday drinking,
inviting a modern generation of wine drinkers to enjoy the
pleasures of Coonawarra wine… people who know what
they want and with whom they like to share it. The wines are
grounded in the past but genuinely focused on the present.
They are honest, fruit driven, harmonious and shine with
pure Coonawarra character.

Grape Variety :: Shiraz
Region :: Coonawarra
Harvest :: 3rd to 24th April
pH :: 3.35

Acidity :: 6.0g/L

RS :: 13.0g/L

Alc/vol :: 12.5%

Comments :: The 2008 growing season conditions were excellent,
generally dry conditions conferring low disease pressure. Average
early summer temperatures were followed by an extended hot
spell through early March, leading to rapid accumulation of colour
and flavour. Shiraz wines produced showed great intensity, rich ripe
flavours and fine tannins.

Colour :: Dark plum reds with light purple tinges
Nose :: The aroma exhibits ripe dark cherry and bright raspberry
fruit aromas. Subtle sweet vanillin oak notes add a subtle layer of
complexity and balance.
Palate :: The wine displays a rounded, juicy palate feel, enhanced by
fine bubbles. Fresh raspberry fruit leads the palate, complemented
by subtle spicy notes of white pepper and sweet cinnamon with a
hint of vanillan oak. A smooth and elegant balance of fine soft tannins,
restrained sweetness and juicy persistent fruit flavours is the essence
of this appealing style.
Wayne Stehbens, Winemaker

Katnook Founder’s Block
Sparkling Shiraz 2005
Katnook Founder’s Block wines are named in honour of the
original land holding of John Riddoch, the founder of Coonawarra.
With Katnook Estate pedigree of ‘Classic Coonawarra’, the
Founder’s Block range is styled for everyday drinking, and
priced to allow a new generation of wine drinkers to enjoy
the pleasures of Coonawarra wine. The wines are grounded in
the past but are persuasively focused on the present. They are
mellow, fruit forward and harmonious and shining with pure
Coonawarra character.

Grape Varieties :: Shiraz 88%
Cabernet Sauvignon 9%
Merlot 3%
Region :: Coonawarra
Harvest Dates :: Start April to end April.
pH :: 3.22

Acidity :: 6.1g/L

Alc/vol :: 13.5%

Comments :: 2005 vintage followed a long dry and cooler
than average summer. This ideal growing season resulted in earlier
than expected maturities. The grapes were in peak condition and
produced intense flavours.
Oak Maturation :: A selection of barrels from the Founder’s
Block Shiraz, some of which matured in new oak for approx
2 years, was used to make this wine and was blended with approx
9% Cabernet Sauvignon and a small amount of Merlot.
Food Matching :: Serve slightly chilled, excellent as a refreshing
starter, with a wide range of cold serves. Perfect with brunches,
lunches and friends.

Colour :: Dark plum with light purple tinges.
Nose :: Light raspberry and plum fruits, hints of spices and licorice
with light toasty and sweet vanillin oak notes adding a subtle layer of
complexity and balance.
Palate :: Fresh raspberry and plum fruit flavours loaded with
bubbles are a feature of this wine. As the bubbles diminish, a
generous palate structure of sweet fruits, spice and light toasty
subtle oak emerges.
Fine soft tannins added to the zesty lingering flavours.
Wayne Stehbens, Winemaker
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Katnook Founder’s Block
Sparkling Shiraz 2006
Katnook Founder’s Block wines are named in honour of the
original land holding of John Riddoch, the founder of Coonawarra.
With Katnook Estate pedigree of ‘Classic Coonawarra’, the
Founder’s Block range is styled for everyday drinking, and
priced to allow a new generation of wine drinkers to enjoy
the pleasures of Coonawarra wine. The wines are grounded in
the past but are persuasively focused on the present. They are
mellow, fruit forward and harmonious and shining with pure
Coonawarra character.

Grape Varieties :: Shiraz 85 %, Merlot 8%, Cabernet Sauvignon 6%
Region :: Coonawarra
Harvest :: Early April
pH :: 3.30

Acidity :: 6.4g/L

Alc/vol :: 12.5%

Vintage :: The 2006 Coonawarra vintage will be remembered
for its very early commencement and for the very low yields
experienced. Slightly above average temperatures prevailed during
summer and extended through to ripening. These ideal conditions
produced grapes that were disease free and in excellent condition.
Oak Maturation :: Using a selection of mostly old, and a small
proportion of new barrels from Founder’s Block Shiraz, a small
addition of approximately 8% Merlot and 6% Cabernet Sauvignon
was blended into this wine for palate complexity.
Food Matching :: Not just for Christmas - why not for every-day
celebrations. Serve this delicious sparkling red slightly chilled with
brunch. It will also perfectly complement an after dinner shared plate
of cheese with shiraz-fruit paste, fresh pear and fine savoury crackers.

Colour :: Dark plum with light purple tinges.
Nose :: Enticing light raspberry and plum fruit aromas with hints of
sweet liquorice and spice. Light, toasty oak notes add a subtle layer
of complexity and balance.
Palate :: A rich and generous palate structure laden with raspberry
and plum fruits is enhanced by the tantalising bubbles. Sweet spices
and subtle toasty oak are rounded with fine soft tannins, all harmonising
with the persistent lingering fruit flavours.
Wayne Stehbens, Winemaker

Vintage Report
The 2004 vintage at Katnook Estate
was one one of unusually cool to
mild conditions. The harvest that
year, one of the latest on record,
concluded in the third week of May.
Flowering coincided with warm and
dry weather and a good fruit set
required bunch thinning in some
parts of the vineyard. The very cool
and dry conditions of January
continued right through to may
resulting in a long and slow
ripening process. Despite a
short burst of hot weather in
February and a little rain in
March, fruit developed
optimal ripeness. An
excellent vintage for
shiraz.

Katnook Founder’s Block Sparkling
Shiraz 2004
This is the first Sparkling Shiraz
produced in the Katnook Founder’s
Block range. It is an inviting wine, equally
at home at a barbecue, a celebration or
the dining table, with generous palate
structure, rich fruit and spicy length of
flavours.
Colour: Deep plum with purple tinges.
Nose: Appealing aromas of light
liquorice, sweet spices and fresh
plum with some oak complexity of
light toast and vanillin notes.
Palate: Ripe mulberry and light
anise
flavours
combine
gracefully with subtle oak
tones. A soft and fresh
mouthfeel, mellow rich fruit,
lively burst of fine bubbles
and a lingering finish. Serve
lightly chilled and enjoy now
for its vivacious fruit. A
perfect match for duck,
turkey and pork dishes and a
natural for a barbecue.
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Colour
Deep plum with purple tinges.
Nose
Appealing aromas of light liquorice, sweet spices and fresh plums. Oak
influence provides complexity with light toast and vanillin notes.
Palate
This sparkling wine has a generous palate structure combining rich fruit
with lingering spicy flavours. The fruit, reminiscent of ripe mulberries with
a light anise flavour, combines gracefully with subtle oak tones. The palate
is soft and fresh with a lively burst of fine bubbles and lingering finish.
Specifications
Grape Variety: 100% Shiraz
Region: Coonawarra
Harvest: 24th March to 24th April
pH: 3.4
Acidity: 6.5 g/L
Alc/vol: 13.5%
Comments
The 2003 season provided excellent grape growing conditions. A cool
spring was followed by above average temperatures during summer and
veraison. Low yields led to early maturity while fine cool conditions during
Autumn and the harvest period allowed the fruit to be picked with very
good flavour maturity and acid balance.
Cellaring Potential
May be cellared for 5 to 8 years.
Ideal Food Matches
An unusual aperitif, celebration and barbecue wine. Suited to a variety of
foods such as turkey, duck, pork, ham & char grilled tuna. Serve lightly
chilled.
Winemaker
Wayne Stehbens
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